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New Features and Improvements in energyPRO 4.3 
 

The following items are included in energyPRO 4.3 
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Improved Operation Strategy when having an Electricity Demand 
This feature improves the options of calculating private wire or in German Eigenstrom or Geschlossenes 

Verteilernetz. 

In energyPRO 4.2, electricity producing units have a priority number calculated for exporting electricity and 

a priority number for covering electricity demand. In each time step, a weighted average priority number is 

then calculated depending on the size of the CHP and the electricity demand in this time step. 

This approach does not take into account, that optimal operation might be different when having partial 

load on the production unit. Neither is taken into account that the second unit put into operation does not 

have the same electricity demand to cover. 

In energyPRO 4.3 this is improved.  

For each electricity producing unit energyPRO calculates two priority numbers. One, at part load equal to 

electricity demand, but not less than minimum load and the other, at full load. 

When an electricity-producing unit has been put into operation in a given timestep a callback for each 

electricity-producing unit is made from the calculation engine to the operation strategy calculation. All the 

remaining units not producing or not producing at full load will get new operation strategy numbers 

calculated based on the residual electricity demand. 

This gives a more dynamic operation strategy and a more optimized operation income. 

Improved options of non-availability periods on units 
With energyPRO 4.3 the options of setting the non-availability periods on energy conversion units, storages 

and transmissions have been made much more flexible. 

Now, you can specify whether a non-availability period shall occur only once or on regular basis. You have 

the following options: 
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In the shown example the engine is not available for production every day between six and nine o’clock in 

the evening.  

Likewise, it is possible to make weekly or monthly non-availability periods. The Once and Yearly options 

were also existing in energyPRO 4.2. 

With these new options, a graphic overview would be nice. Hence, we have added an as graphic button 

below the table. On the graph, 1 is equal to available for operation and 0 is equal to not available. 
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Option of setting fixed operational periods 
In some electricity markets, the electricity has to be produced in fixed time intervals. 

In energyPRO 4.3 this is now an option. You activate the option in the Project identification. Enable 

Advanced and mark the “Enable units to operate in fixed periods”. 

 

On the energy conversion units, you can now select that the unit has to operate in fixed periods. The length 

of the fixed period is equal to the Min. Operation time (hours): 

 

As the Production, graphic shows, the Engine now operates in the specified fixed periods: 
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Fuel consumption and production at Production, graphic 
On the Production, graphic you now have the option of showing consumption and production of a given 

fuel. In most cases, you do not have fuel-producing units and only the consumption is shown: 

 

Please notice the vertical black line. You show this line by clicking a graph. You can use it as a guidance to 

see simultaneous values across the graphs. 

When having a fuel-producing unit, in this example an electrolysis unit, consuming electricity and producing 

hydrogen the graphs may look like this: 
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New graph, Carpet plot, on time series, demands and results 
On time series, time series functions and demands we have added a new graphic option, carpet plot. 

 

Clicking the button, you will see the time series with the dates on one axis and the hours of the day on the 

other axis. The values of the time series are colored. 
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In Setup it is possible to change the default settings. 

 

Changes are saved together with the time series or demand. 

Under Reports, you can now select Production, carpets. This gives you the following menu: 

 

For the selected site and year, you can choose to see the priorities, production and consumption of each 

energy conversion units. 

Further, each type of demand can be shown as carpet. 
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Option of moving time series under date conservation 
Before energyPRO 4.3 time series from a given year are moved to the planning period by weekly 

conservation. This means that Monday in week 2 in the planning period will adopt the values from Monday 

in week 2 in the nearest year of the time series, etc.  

This makes good sense when it comes to time series with a typically weekly cycle, like electricity prices or 

demands.  

For other times series it makes less sense. Weather time series, including temperatures, wind and solar 

radiation do not have a weekly cycle. Here it is more logical to move the time series by dates.  

With energyPRO 4.3 you can in time series, time series functions and demands select whether to move the 

time series on weekly or date basis: 

 


